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ABSTRACT 

Now days a teacher should not only  be an academician .They should have to motive and inspire the students so that 

students have overall development spheres /area like extra curriculum and sports so they have developed their  

talents and skills.  Teachers should ensure skills and productive knowledge in students. The role of a teacher in 

society is both significant and valuable. It has far-reaching influence on the society he lives in and no other 

personality can have an influence more profound than that of a teacher. In addition to these attributes, the role of a 

teacher is to acquire professionalism and ethics and abide by their own moral code and that of their school, while 

maintaining a commitment to confidentiality between students, colleagues and the community. The world changes 

day by day and there are no doubt that the modern society is not the same with an ancient one. Education system 

has changed completely – nowadays being teacher does not mean only being a helper in difficult process of getting 

education; it means being creative and highly talented “guide”, which accompanies a student in all way of studying. 

Are these changes positive or negative? In my opinion, contemporary teachers should pay more attention to new 

methods of teaching, what will make studying more enjoyable. Together with the changes, new expectations 

appeared towards our schools. Nowadays schools need to teach their learners how to gain information and how to 

select and use them. This happens so quickly that students learn how to use the Internet together with their teachers. 

Nowadays, teachers provide information and show their students how to tackle them. Although they are still 

considered to be a kind of leader in the class, they can be thought of as facilitators in the learning process. They are 

supporters rather than educators and also advisors towards parents. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The young are facing a world in within communication and information revolution has led to change in all spheres 

scientific, technological, political, economical, social, cultural. To able to prepare our young looper to the future 

purpose with confidence. Hence a teacher role is to be flexible in nowadays and have to play all around activities 

and roles. 

Subject ÷ A teacher changing role in today's time.  

#  Teacher should not be an academician only with this a motive enhance motivating and inspiring the students. 
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# Teacher should make the students skilled and productive making the students overall development either in field 

of extra curriculum and sports area. 

 # Teacher should enhancing on technology while delivering lectures i.e power points presentation ensuring proper 

and easy understanding of delivered lectures. 

# Teaching should be technology oriented enhancing more technology. 

# Teaching should be knowledge centric approach instead of certificate oriented approach. 

#  Teaching should enhanced civilized nation citizen thorough there teaching. 

 

II. CONCLUSION  

In last we can conclude that a today teaching  is widely changing a teacher is playing role of audience , motivate, 

inspiration,  A overall personality. Hence a teacher is playing a important in society development and good nation 

building. A teacher has also a big role in management of institutions too. It may be concluded that education itself 

has value and value oriented. Right education is not only awakening the intellect but also awakening the 

consciousness of the self, the spirit. Self-knowledge and self-realisation apart from the knowledge of outer world 

only lead to complete education. Ancient Indian tradition for long time maintained this balance through its ashram 

paramparti and puru.shtirtha. However, the same fell down from its highest standard in later periods. Our 

contemporary philosophers tried to rejuvenate our traditions with their thoughts after seeing the defects of modem 

education implanted by Macaulay for trade and political interests of British government in India. 


